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GREAT GOLD MEDAL FOR AUSTRIA
BELLANTE SHOWS HIS TALENT IN VAL DI FIEMME

Austria won the gold medal in the large hill
Germany won the silver medal and Poland the bronze
Gino Bellante’s exhibition in Cavalese
Tomorrow’s last race: all interested on the 50 km


An afternoon of excitement at the ski jumping stadium Dal Ben of Predazzo, at the large hill team sprint HS134, the last ski jumping race in the 2013 Nordic Ski World Championships. The trial jump was cancelled because of the wind. The skiers had to go to the gate for their first jumps without being able to test the hill in advance. The lead kept changing between Austria, Germany and Norway, with Poland a close fourth. However the medal winners were not known until the last few jumps.
Austria dominated the competition in spite of Gregor Schlierenzauer not being at the top of his form and Thomas Morgenstern’s first jump was below his usual standards. Wolfgang Loitzl and Manuel Fettner did their best. Fettner lost a ski on landing but he didn’t give up until the fall line. This performance greatly excited everyone at the stadium. This 128 m jump was considered valid. 1135,9 points allowed the team to win the gold medal.
The second and the third place, instead, witnessed a turn of events with Norway the favourite for the silver medal winning just the bronze. After another check of the compensation points of Anders Bardal's first jump, the jury decided, after watching it again on television, to remove 6.7 previously assigned points from Norway, who now finished in fourth place with 1117.3 points. Germany won the silver medal with 1121.8 points and the bronze medal went to the Polish team of Maciej Kot, Piotr Zyla, Dawid Kubacki and an extraordinary Kamil Koch, the HS134 World Champion 2013 who accomplished two great jumps (134 and 130 m).

Whilst visiting the Centro d’Arte Contemporanea (Centre of Contemporary Art) in Cavalese, visitors get the feeling of walking through the Dolomites and breathing the fresh air, but they are actually enjoying the artwork of Fiemme painter Gino Bellante. Fiemme 2013 OC were very happy that a local artist could represent the landscapes for the Nordic World Ski Championships. The exhibition is divided in three main themes: portraits, still life and landscapes. The painter depicted with a wide coloured brush stroke the places of the Valley that are changing with time.
Weather will play a fundamental role for the last race of the World Championships of Fiemme 2013, the 50K men's race tomorrow at 12.30 a.m. at the XC Stadium in Lago di Tesero. It will be a spectacular show, as all the greatest champions will be participating, including the current World Champion Petter Northug, who will do all his best to keep his title.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 

Ski Jumping LH Team
1. AUSTRIA 1135.9 (LOITZL Wolfgang, FETTNER Manuel, MORGENSTERN Thomas, SCHLIERENZAUER Gregor); 2. GERMANY 1121.8 (WANK Andreas, FREUND Severin, NEUMAYER Michael, FREITAG Richard); 3. POLAND 1121.0 (KOT Maciej, ZYLA Piotr, KUBACKI Dawid, STOCH Kamil); 4. NORWAY 1117.3 (STJERNEN Andreas, HILDE Tom, BARDAL Anders, JACOBSEN Anders); 5. JAPAN 1099.1 (SHIMIZU Reruhi, KASAI Noriaki, ITO Daiki, TAKEUCHI Taku); 6. SLOVENIA 1046.4 (KRANJEC Robert, TEPES Jurij, HVALA Jaka, PREVC Peter); 7. CZECH REPUBLIC 1022.1 (KOUDELKA Roman, HLAVA Lukas, JANDA Jakub, MATURA Jan); 8. ITALY 965.9 (DELLASEGA Roberto, MORASSI Andrea, BRESADOLA Davide, COLLOREDO Sebastian)



